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Historical and cultural blocks is rich of the history of block storys,
also recorded the development of its economic, political and cultural
aspects, is the most renewable resources for human society.The protection
of historical and cultural blocks is become the consensus for human
beings.But now,what we do just retain the original structures or
architectural form.Historical and cultural blocks of historic buildings
is not because of its historic value and appearance, but because of the
people living in it, its way of life, the performance of their way of life
is interesting.The more important thing is that how to save the living
space of historical block itself at the same time,and presert the import
cultural assets.And to let the residents attaches great importance to the
environment can achieve the result of the development of forever.
Zhangzhou city with a history of more than one thousand three hundred years,
from the long history of culture and rich tradition of folk custom in the
ancient city, the ancient city of daily life of dribs and drabs of life
picture scroll.Because there are a lot of the rich in the ancient city
of zhangzhou s life accumulation, vivid memories of life.Relative to in
view of the "content" in terms of the preservation of the substance, more
important is how to want to save the historical block self life space power,
cultural asset preservation, import and achieve let residents pay
attention to the environment can achieve the result of the development
of forever. It is worthy of study, the author thinks that is worth taking
seriously.
Papers selected the region characteristics and historical research
value of the historical and cultural city of Tang song dynasty in the
ancient city of zhangzhou city fragments of historical cultural area as
the research object,The background is based on the actual project, be















historical and cultural blocks, related concepts and the protection of
historical and cultural blocks theory both at home and abroad;On the basis
of the summary of the historical and cultural blocks at home and abroad
for reference, the activation methods such as theory of phenomenology,
organic renewal theory and the theory of community construction;Further
research from two aspects of space elements and life zhangzhou city
historical and cultural blocks.
To the historical and cultural blocks in the ancient city of zhangzhou
activation of organic renewal theory in stages of from the overall to local
update gradual growth ； Activation of space elements theory of
phenomenology on three levels to do specific policy research，From the
perspective of place first research pattern of the ancient city of
historical and cultural blocks of space reorganization, and mining in
which continued to the place spirit， Then the continuation of the
exploration from the Angle of architectural context and the function of
refactoring; Activation of life elements theory is how to use the theory
of community construction and phenomenon，context and the continuation
of traditional industry and innovation.
Paper tries to through the space design elements and life of the
activation，Incentive of zhangzhou city historical and cultural blocks
conservation and sustainability, the development of living condition, is
also an important emerging tourism form zhangzhou point of interest，
So as to achieve the aim of city blocks of fully activated.
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